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Abstract: The importance of this paper is its discovery of the unused synergetic potential of integra-
tion between several AI techniques into an orchestrated effort to improve service. Special emphasis is
given to the conversational capabilities of AI systems. The paper shows that the literature related
to the use of AI in service is divided into independent knowledge domains (silos) that are either
related to the technology under consideration, or to a small group of technologies related to a certain
application; it then discusses the reasons for the isolation of these silos, and reveals the barriers and
the traps for their integration. Two case studies of service systems are presented to illustrate the
importance of synergy. A special focus is given to the conversation part of these service systems: the
first case presents an application with high potential for integrating new AI technologies into its AI
portfolio, while the second case illustrates the advantages of a mature application that has already
integrated many technologies into its AI portfolio. Finally, the paper discusses the two case studies
and presents inclusion relationships between AI capabilities to facilitate generating a roadmap for
extending AI capabilities with synergetic opportunities.

Keywords: artificial intelligence; service; technology integration; conversational systems; technology
maturity; chatbot; robo-chef; synergy; technology roadmap

1. Introduction

This paper uncovers synergetic opportunities for integrating bundles of several differ-
ent AI specializations in various services with a special focus on conversational systems.
For this purpose, we use an extensive literature review and two case studies. In the two
case studies, special attention is given to the analysis of conversational capabilities. The
case studies are discussed, and future research opportunities are extracted and listed in the
conclusion section.

The idea of using Artificial Intelligence (AI) for service is not new [1]; however, there
is considerable overlapping and blur between AI implementation in services and in the
industry. For coherent analysis of this paper, we find it useful to describe the following
hierarchy of AI techniques, tools, methods, and implementations into three distinct levels:
(1) General AI techniques, (2) domain specialization AI techniques, (3) application tailored
AI solutions. Each of these categories will be briefly discussed next and illustrated in
Figure 1.

1. The fundamental AI techniques could serve almost any purpose, and any application
specialty. Some examples of pure AI techniques are pattern recognition, data mining
(DM), machine learning (ML), deep learning (DL), rule-based reasoning, fuzzy logic,
expert systems, etc.

2. The domain specialization AI techniques, generate a specific domain specialization
(for example, natural language processing (NLP)) mostly by adjusting and improving
one or more of the pure AI techniques (e.g., NLP may use pattern recognition, machine
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learning or deep learning); these domain specializations may possibly integrate other
non-AI techniques as well (for example, statistics and statistical inference).

3. The application-tailored bundles; are already solutions for specific needs based on
use cases.
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In the AI toolbox, fundamental AI techniques are the prevalent familiar tools, and
using any of them as an independent decision is mostly unrelated to the synergies we shall
discuss. The domain specialization techniques, on the other hand, have a broad potential
for synergies. The synergies related to domain specialization techniques stem from the
integration between domain specialization techniques themselves. The synergies are also
related to adding new fundamental technique/s to a domain specialization.

AI domain specialization developed in many directions: natural language processing
(NLP), case-based reasoning (CBR), speech and tone recognition, face and emotion recog-
nition, gesture recognition, collaborative systems and autonomous systems—to name a
few [2]. Thus, each direction brought with it a specialization and specialists that focus on
their field of specialty without mastering other AI fields [3]. For example, it is extremely rare
to find affection computing experts that also specialize in autonomous systems; however,
there are some AI fields that are closer than others to certain other AI fields. To visualize
these relationships, in the service context, we map them to clusters as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 groups the AI domain specializations, level II in Figure 1, into clusters of
major AI specializations and their relationships. In the context of service provision, the
main identified AI clusters are:

• Speech-related cluster—AI techniques that focus on speech analysis and generation.
• Text analysis cluster—AI techniques that focus on analyzing different types of text.
• Emotional recognition cluster—AI technique that focuses on emotions recognition and

analysis.
• Computer vision cluster—AI techniques that focus on various methods of analysis

pictures, photos and videos.
• Collaborative cluster—AI techniques that focus on collaboration between human

operators and digital machines.
• Awareness cluster—AI techniques that focus on various awareness capabilities such

as self-awareness and context awareness.

A remarkable phenomenon is the usage of Gesture recognition in three different
clusters. Namely, the Emotion recognition cluster, Computer vision cluster, and Collabora-
tive cluster.

In terms of the AI analysis in those fields, there are several overlapping cases, where a
field may belong to more than one cluster.

The relationships in Figure 2 are both reflected by adjacency and common AI fields.
For example, tone recognition is part of both Speech related cluster and Emotion recognition
cluster. Another example is the adjacency of the Text analysis cluster to Speech related
cluster, which points at their relative closeness.

The use of AI in service is divided into narrow specializations.
AI field is characterized by the narrow specialization of AI experts [3,4]. Experts have

a deep understanding of their narrow field of experience, but know very little about other
AI fields; this phenomenon is also known as sectorial silos [5]. Gupta et al. [3] and Meunier
and Bellais [5] supported the idea that these sectorial silos are limiting, and wider approach
should be adopted.

Several papers deal with information silos, their drawbacks, and the advantages of
breaking them, for example [6–8]. Gupta et al. [3] state that there is a common need to go
beyond the development of AI in sectorial silos, so as to understand the impacts AI might
have across society. Miriyev A. and Kovač M. [4] state that: “An education methodology is
needed for researchers to develop a combination of skills in physical artificial intelligence.”

Martínez-Plumed et al. [9] while dealing with the futures of artificial intelligence
technologies, developed a TRL (technology readiness levels) methodology for evaluating
the maturity level of each AI technique.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows:
The introduction is followed by a literature review section of the related literature; The

next section describes a case study on Robo-chef to illustrate a case where a large potential
remains to be realized. A second case study follows on a mature technology of chatbots,
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which illustrates the advantage of integrating numerous AI fields across several clusters
for an advantageous integrative system. A discussion section follows, and the last section
is a summary and conclusion, with some insights for future research.
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2. Literature Review

This section reviews the literature related to AI deployment in services, the papers
that advocate the integration of several AI techniques or technologies in relation to services,
and the literature related to the case studies.

2.1. AI Deployment in Services

Artificial intelligence (AI) is increasingly reshaping services by performing various
tasks, constituting a major source of innovation [10]. The deployment of AI in services
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is typically attributed to encounters with customers. For example, Li et al. [11] identified
four modes of AI technology-based service encounters: AI-supplemented, AI-generated,
AI-mediated, and AI-facilitated encounters. Smart technologies and connected objects
are rapidly changing the organizational frontline. Yet, our understanding of how these
technologies infuse service encounters remains limited [12]. Robinson et al. [13] categorized
several types of services, interspecific service (AI-to-human), inter AI service (AI-to-AI),
and introduced the concept of counterfeit service; they also proposed a research agenda
focused on the implementation of AI in dyadic service exchanges. AI is frequently used
for integrating robotics into services [14,15]. Belk [16] examined ethical issues related to
integrating AI and robotics in services.

2.2. Advocating Integration of Several AI Techniques or Technologies in Services

Numerous papers advocated the integration of several AI techniques. In all of these
articles the integration yields improved synergic results.

Some examples are as follows: Benbya et al. [17] in their editorial article, stated that
“artificial intelligence (AI) technologies offer novel, distinctive opportunities and pose
new significant challenges to organizations that set them apart from other forms of digital
technologies”. Chen and Decary [18] provide a guide to understand the fundamentals of
major AI technologies such as, machine learning, natural language processing, AI voice
assistants and medical robotics, as well as their proper use in healthcare; they also provide
practical recommendations to help decision-makers develop an AI strategy that can support
their digital healthcare transformation.

Androutsopoulou et al. [19] addressed the transformation of communication between
citizens and government via chatbots guided by AI; they advocated the integration of
natural language processing, machine learning and data mining technologies, and leverages
existing data of various forms (with the possibility of using expert systems).

Elfatih et al. [20] advocated the integration of different AI technologies in automotive
5G communication, such as machine learning and swarm intelligence algorithms; they also
advocated using Google’s Kubemeter project as an open source, enables to improve the
community and sharing machines between applications. The sharing machines require
ensuring that two applications do not try to use the same ports [21].

Vocke et al. [22] advocated the integration of the current technological solutions
available in the field of artificial intelligence. In addition, they discussed the next step to
integrate AI technologies with current methods for optimizing the innovation process.

2.3. Literature as a Background to the Robo-Chef Case Study

A search for robotic chefs (on Google scholar) found only very few relevant papers.
For example, searching for robo-chef yields 19 results (June 2022), of which two are citations
only, two not in English, and 5 published before 2017. Therefore, this review includes some
background work on robots in somewhat similar environments.

Rosete et al. [23] reviews the literature on service robots in the hospitality industry.
Afsheen et al. [24] presents a self-sufficient robo-waiter with some navigation capability;
however, the communication is only done by the user on the keyboard attached to the robo-
waiter, and wirelessly sent to the kitchen; this is a clear case of limited use of technology:
no NLP, no speech recognition, no vocal communication . . .

Al-Sayed [25] mentions robo-chefs as part of the developing technologies in the future
kitchen. Sener and Yao [26] discuss the theoretical learning process of a robo-chef. Garcia-
Haro et al. [27] discuss service robots in catering applications and mention robo-chefs and
one of the robot types. Zhu and Chang [28] dealt with the motions of the robotic chef and
their effect on food quality. Bollini et al. [29] presented a robot that identifies ingredients
placed on the table and operates according to a set of natural language instructions.
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2.4. Literature for the Chatbot Case Study

The research on chatbots has proliferated in recent years, as the usage of chatbots
dramatically increased and almost became ubiquitous [30,31]. The large majority of chatbots
are confined to written text messages, as text gives an answer to the vast range of service
issues that are raised by the customers [32,33]; this reliance on text has spawned research
and implementations of natural language processing (NLP) and sentiment analysis based
on text [34].

Okuda and Shoda [35] describe an AI-based chatbot service for the financial industry;
they apply AI to generate a service thesaurus by applying ML on the text in FAQ, and
call-center response-manuals.

Sidaoui et al. [36] evaluated customer experience during the conversation with a chatbot.
Chen et al. [37] classify and measure the service quality of AI chatbots in frontline

service; they developed seven dimensions for service quality measurement that could be
described as follows:

• Understanding the explicit and implicit meaning, and the emotional implication of
the text;

• Close human-AI collaboration;
• Human-like behavior (including empathy, and social cues);
• Continuous improvement (including learning and updates);
• Personalization;
• Culture adaption;
• Responsiveness and simple.

Bulla et al. [38] review a plethora of issues and applications of AI Based Medical
Assistant Chatbots; they present concurrent technology applications and identify issues to
be amended in future years. Varitimiadis et al. [39] Presented a distributed and collaborative
multi-chatbot system for guidance in museums.

Borsci et al. [40] developed a chatbot usability scale for interaction with AI-based
chatbots; they developed two measuring tools: (i) A diagnostic tool in the form of a
checklist. (ii) A 15-item questionnaire with high reliability.

Erickson and Kim [41] check the compatibility chatbots with a knowledge management
system and concluded that while the implementation of this combination is rare, the merits
of this integration are highly attractive. Chao et al. [42] stated that the bottleneck of service
provision has shifted from system development to the establishment of an in-depth domain
knowledge base. Mydyti, H., and Kadriu [43] studied how chatbots can be implemented in
the domains of banking, e-commerce, tourism, and call centers, and discussed the benefits
and challenges of chatbots in driving the digital transformation of businesses.

Chatbots are not only a low-cost solution for helping burnt-out human service providers,
but their scalability (ability to increase the answering capacity) and their autonomous oper-
ation enables increasing service availability and performance [44].

3. Case Study 1: Robo-Chef

This Robotic Chef is an intelligent robotic arm which is able to cook food dishes in an
ordinary home environment or restaurants. The robotic arm recognizes the utensils and
ingredients required for the particular recipe [45]. Robotic cooking is a difficult task, as the
translation from raw recipe instructions to robotic actions involving precise motions and
tool-handling is challenging [46]. Robotic chefs are starting to replace human chefs in the
restaurant industry [28].

The aim of the case study is to point at the potential of integrating various technolo-
gies into the Robo-chef functionality. In particular, the potential of using conversational
capabilities which currently are missing form most Robo-chefs will be highlighted. Such
integration will bring Robo-chef closer to the look and feel of human beings, and their
behavior and reactions could be even more effective—as advanced robotic and naviga-
tion abilities combined with access to vast knowledge, deep learning, and other artificial
intelligence technologies could enhance their ability to converse and guide the user.
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The literature about technologies integration in robo-chefs is very limited and concen-
trates in a limited number of applications. For example, Zhu and Chang [28] examined the
robotic chef anthropomorphism on food quality prediction. Bollini et al. [29] presented a
robot that initialized with a set of ingredients placed on the table and a set of natural lan-
guage instructions describing how to use these ingredients in cooking a plate-like cookies,
a salad, or a meatloaf.

Park et al. [47] describe five different robot chef systems, none of which has speech
recognition, voice recognition, CBR, gesture recognition, machine learning and Cobots
capabilities; however, they mentioned implicit sensing capabilities and it was not clear how
these were achieved.

Li et al. [11] lists the following AI characteristics for service robots: personification, au-
tonomy, deep learning, complex interaction, people-oriented, understanding of aesthetics,
and emotional abilities; however, except for the complex interaction, none of these abilities
are mentioned in the literature about Robo-chefs.

We did not find evidence for vast adaptation of robot chefs in the food industry;
moreover, we did not find evidence of wide usage of the following technologies with
Robo-chefs:

1. Voice/speech recognition;
2. Emotion recognition;
3. Face recognition;
4. Navigation;
5. Gesture recognition;
6. Cobots capabilities.

Synergy Opportunities for Robo-Chef

We divide the opportunities for Robo-chef improvements into two parts: (1) conversa-
tional capabilities, (2) fundamental AI capabilities.

While Robo-chefs currently do not possess the same conversational capabilities as ser-
vice systems such as chatbots, it is inevitable that its maturity trajectory will eventually lead
to the addition of these capabilities. Therefore, we start from discussing the improvement
opportunities for Robo-chef that come from conversational capabilities.

Synergy potential of Conversational AI capabilities:

1. Speech communication potential: the Robo chef could get instructions from the
human chef while the human chef is busy; this has the potential for activating the
robo-chef without immediate closeness and while the chef’s hands are occupied in
other activities. Speech instructions are easy and flowing, with the ability for passing
much more information and exerting tighter control on the robo-chef; this would
make the robo chef more flexible and easier to guide.

2. Gesture recognition: collaborative work with humans is the hallmark of the new
digital age. Therefore, a robo chef should be able to collaborate with a human chef.
Using gesture recognition, the human chef can efficiently signal the robo—chef several
important instructions such as: (1) stop current activity, (2) increase or decrease the
flames, (3) operate faster or slower, (4) wait, (5) start stirring etc.

3. Face and sentiment recognition: These abilities are currently missing form Robo-chefs,
but greatly improve the conversational capabilities of many other service AI systems
(e.g., chatbots). Thus, they hold the same potential for Robo-chefs.

Synergy potential of fundamental AI Capabilities

1. Computer vision potential: certain robo-chefs currently have ability to verify the
readiness of the food they cook and its location; however, there is no evidence of using
vision capabilities for identifying silverware and cookware and bringing them to the
cooking arena, as well as removing them for washing and cleaning.

2. Navigation potential: If robo-chefs could navigate the clattered kitchen, this would
enable them to move from place to place, to bring pots, pans mixers and other large
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cookware from different parts of the kitchen; this dramatically increases the robo-
chef’s independence and efficiency.

3. Machine learning (ML): ML is a very efficient tool for identifying patterns and their
effects, Identify the correct combination of dosages that would make a recipe a great
success. ML can identify repeating situations and can infer when and what to do,
to improve the process. For example: (1) when to bring hot or cold water to the
chef, (2) when to bring salt or certain spices to the chef, (3) when to change the oven
temperature and how to control it, etc.

4. Case Study 2: Chatbot

The aim of the case study is very different from the Robo-waiter case, since chatbots
are much more developed and matured, especially in the capabilities of the conversational
system. The conversational capabilities in chatbots are much more prevalent with wide
usage across all industries; this maturity led many research projects to propose integration
with more technologies to increase the synergy and improve the chatbot performances; this
strengthens the claim of this paper regarding the contribution and synergy of integrating
technologies in various services. Chatbots represent a unique tool that has extraordinary
maturity and can enlighten the path for future progress of all other service tools. The very
basic core of chatbots uses text-related tool and NLP [34].

4.1. Chatbot Adoption of AI Technologies

In the following paragraphs we describe several conversational AI technologies that
were integrated into chatbots in research or implementations for the benefit of service.

4.1.1. Voice Recognition and Text to Speech Chatbots

The integration of voice recognition into chatbot functionality was mentioned in a
research on the use of chatbots for distance education as early as 2005 [48]. A computing ar-
chitecture for full voice input and output is offered by du Preez, et al. [49]. Voice recognition
with text to speech technology is mentioned several times in a review by Satu et al. [50], and
a survey by Abdul-Kade and Woods [51]. Shakhovska, et al. [52] describes the development
of a speech-to-text chatbot interface based on Google API. Kumar et al. [53] proposed a
voice recognition-based educational chatbot for visually impaired people. Using voice
recognition in medical services chatbots is described in Athota et al. [54], Tjiptomongso-
guno [55] and Kadam et al. (2021). A clear contribution of the voice recognition addition
was found or implied in all of the above cases.

In all these cases, the chatbot used NLP analysis, and voice, and speech technologies.

4.1.2. Tone Recognition and Chatbots

In early chatbot design, the focus was merely on producing coherent responses and
using grammatically correct sentences [56–59]. Nowadays, more important is not only
what is said by a chatbot, but also how it is expressed linguistically [60]. Users prefer
chatbots that use language that is structurally correct and has a logical style [61]. So,
the use of tone analysis became more popular in the recent research. Johnson et al. [62]
uses tone recognition for its proposed chatbot; they mention the ability of IBM’s Watson
system for tone recognition and mood analysis: “Tone analyzer service documentation”, in
IBM.com while citing and its integration with a chatbot (https://www.ibm.com/watson/
developercloud/doc/toneanalyzer/Retrieved—24 May 2022).

Lee et al. [63] developed a system that pre-processes speech with sound data enhancing
method in speech emotion recognition and transform the sound into a spectrogram that
applied to recognize the five emotions, which are peace, happy, sad, angry and fear.

Sheth et al. [64] stated that an intelligent chatbot has the ability to leverage a micro-
phone tone analyzer service to analyze speech tonality and sentiment.

https://www.ibm.com/watson/developercloud/doc/toneanalyzer/Retrieved
https://www.ibm.com/watson/developercloud/doc/toneanalyzer/Retrieved
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4.1.3. Gesture Recognition and Chatbots

Gesture recognition technology integration into chatbots is another researched combi-
nation that is still not widely implemented, but is mentioned in many research papers. Most
of these papers also include voice and speech recognition. The idea to use gesture recogni-
tion for human-computer interaction is not new (e.g., [65]) and especially for chatbots [66];
however, the actual case studies and pioneering implementations of this technology came
much later. Johnson et al. [62] report integrating gesture recognition capabilities with a
chatbot using capabilities of two external systems: (1) IBM Watson and (2) cleverbot. An
advanced chatbot with the abilities of face recognition and hand gesture recognition is
described in Gopinath et al. [67].

Several recent papers suggested integrating sign language and chatbots for serving
people with hearing disabilities. Pardasani et al. [68] report their experience of integrating
American sign language based on fingers and hand gestures. The system they devised has
also a full audio interface. Huang, Wu and Kameda [69] propose a new design of a chat
bot system for people with Hearing or Speech Disorder (PHSD) with Leap Motion gesture
recognition. Fledgling use of Gesture recognition in chatbots was mentioned in a medical
chatbot applications [70] and in a Human-Resource (HR) management application [71].

4.1.4. Face and Sentiment Recognition and Chatbots

The integration of face recognition into chatbot functionality is another example of
technology specialization (in addition for using core chatbot text and NLP technologies);
however, while some cases added this technology separately (e.g., Angeline et al. [72];
Ahmed et al. [73]), many of the presented cases of chatbot usage of face-recognition are
also using voice recognition (e.g., [74,75]).

A prevalent use of face and facial expressions recognition for chatbots is for sentiment
analysis. Some examples are: Lee et al. [76] uses facial expression analysis in its counseling
service, using emotional response generation. Devaram [77] empathic chatbot uses facial
recognition for identifying feelings of its human customers. Lee et al. [76] use deep neural
network with its facial recognition for emotion recognition. Silapasuphakornwong and
Uehira [78] utilize facial recognition along with voice emotion recognition for elderly
emotion monitoring. Huang and Chueh [79] even go further to analyze the facial expression
of pats for veterinary consultation.

4.1.5. Case Based Reasoning

Case-based reasoning (CBR) is an artificial-intelligence technique that categorizes ex-
perience into “cases” and correlates the current problem to a similar “case”. The integration
of Case Based Reasoning (CBR) in chatbots is now prevalent in many organizations [80].
The combination of CBR and chatbots is very natural as CBR is based on text processing.
The integration of CBR in chatbots is mentioned as early as 2007 [81] for a chatbot that was
used in the educational environment. An additional case of an educational chatbot that
integrates CBR is mentioned in Buyrukoğlu, and Yilmaz [82]. In many cases CBR is used
for solving customer problems. For example, handling of customer complaints [83].

4.1.6. Avatar Technology and Chatbots

Advances in computer technology have fostered the proliferation of virtual characters,
often called avatars, that are representation of users, controlled by a human or software, that
have an ability to interact [84]. Three-dimensional avatars can be added to make the chat bot
more appealing. The avatar is certainly capable of displaying emotions and moods in the
form of the facial expression of the conversation that was spoken so the subject gets more
interesting [74]. Przegalinska et al. [85] conducted research on anthropomorphizing chat
bots using avatars; their recommendations are to focus on the three new trust-enhancing
features of chatbots that transparency, integrity, explain ability that allow for greater control.
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4.1.7. Context and Client History Analysis and Chatbots

Many organizations store valuable data and information about their customers. In
many cases this data is related to Customer Relationship Management (CRM) [86]; this
data is a treasure trove for chatbot communication with the customers. Inferring the
customer situation can be significantly improved by analyzing their history. For example,
A client who has many recent complaints in their history file deserves special attention;
and repeated claims should be analyzed and, in some cases, referred to a human manager.

To continue the above discussion, few papers describe the advantages of holistic
system with all the above technologies. For example, Angga, et al. [74] describe a chat-
bot with 3D avatar, full voice interface, and facial expression analysis. Trappey et al. [2]
integrates virtual reality (VR) and Case Based Reasoning (CBR) with other technologies.
Knickerbocker et al. [87] advocated the heterogeneous integration of IoT, AI and advanced
computing technologies for healthcare.

5. Capabilities Evolution of the Major AI Specializations in Conversational Services

Some papers advocate the integration of technologies for overall better communication
experience that leads to improved customer satisfaction. In this section we propose an
evolutionary perspective for describing and illustrating AI capabilities relationships. The
proposed relationships convey inclusion of capabilities. For example, “Text to Speech”
capability includes both capabilities of “Text recognition” and “Speech recognition”; this
evolutionary description is a theoretical description, not necessarily related to materializing
a specific application. In practice, in some cases several levels of the hierarchy could be
bypassed (for example by using deep-learning, instead of machine learning). Our approach
is illustrated and summarized in Figure 3.

The main considerations of this approach are: (1) the realization that AI capabilities
are built in evolutionary manner with hierarchical capabilities. (2) the realization that
performing a service function is the main goal of AI deployment in service provision.
(3) therefore, relating AI technology to a service function is a key for assessing its importance.
(4) however, immature AI technology, or the unavailability of a certain AI technology are
serious barriers that prevent this AI integration in service provision.

Based on Figure 2, we analyzed the capability evolution of the various AI technolo-
gies for decision-making in conversational service context and developed the following
capabilities evolution chart; this chart could be used for generating an evolutionary plan
for effective and efficient AI integration process in conversational service systems.

Figure 3 presents the capabilities’ hierarchy of the various AI technologies in conversa-
tional service context. For example, “Face recognition” capabilities include the capabilities
of “Visual pattern recognition”. Figure 3 shows the input-related capabilities on its top
level, and downward hierarchy, of progressively advanced processing capabilities leading
to the outputs at the bottom level.

While Figure 3 focuses on the AI integration in conversational service systems, it is
important to mention that performing non-conversational service functions may also be
important in service provision, leading to a different dependencies scheme. For example,
for Robo-Chef some tactile and navigation capabilities are more important than the emotion
recognition capabilities. Therefore, nowadays these capabilities are more developed in
Robo-Chefs than the emotion recognition capabilities. In the long-range, we may see
integration of mature AI technologies even if their function is less significant. In this regard,
even if a function is very important, but the current AI technology is immature, it forms a
serious obstacle that prevent this AI integration in the service provision.
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6. Discussion

So-far, our discussion was generic, and we did not deal with specific implementations
by a specific user, or a specific company. In this section we try to portray the approach
that can utilize the information presented thus far, for the benefit of implementers. Specific
implementation is always dependent upon the use case, product requirement, and market
demand; it is therefore, that the requirement elicitation must be done so that the needs of
the systems would be clear, prior to the decision on the AI framework to be developed; it
is therefore assumed that at least a preliminary use-case analysis is already done, and the
functional requirements of the system are already defined. From this point, we propose
a sequential approach for generating an AI technology integration plan; this approach is
illustrated and summarized in Figure 4.
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The main considerations of this approach are: (1) the realization that different services
may have vastly different characteristics and functional requirements. (2) the realization
that performing a service function is the main goal of AI deployment in service provision.
(3) therefore, relating AI technology to a service function is a key for assessing its importance.
(4) however, immature AI technology, or the unavailability of a required AI technology are
serious barriers that hamper this AI integration in service provision.

Thus, we now describe the stages of generating an AI integration plan, after getting
the service’s main functions and transactions from a preliminary use-case analysis, and
some non-functional requirements (mainly related to the interface).
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1. The first stage is to evaluate and prioritize the importance of elements from a pre-
liminary use-case analysis (both functional and non-functional) and generate an
importance hierarchy (prioritization list) of these requirements.

2. The second stage is to derive AI requirements from the prioritization list (of functional
and non-functional elements); this is to define the major outcomes required from the
AI technology capabilities.

3. The third stage is to use AI capability evolution (Figure 3) to elicit required AI tech-
nologies, or combination of AI technologies, related to relevant functional or non-
functional elements. In some cases, there is more than one way to achieve the same
capability—For example, given available training data, one can build a single deep
learning architecture for emotion recognition based on raw text and speech data,
without building the intermediate modules illustrated in Figure 3. At this stage we
show all alternatives to be chosen in the next stage.

4. The fourth stage is to determine the content of AI technologies in the implementation
(based on contribution cost tradeoff. Including: priority, maturity and availability of
each AI technology). At this stage, at most, only one AI alternative is chosen (e.g.,
deep learning vs. machine learning).

5. The fifth stage is to generate a conceptual rough-cut plan for implementing AI tech-
nology integration (possibly a conceptual Gantt chart).

Figure 4 describes and summarizes the proposed process for generating an AI technol-
ogy integration plan; however, it would take several case studies to test this approach and
come up with insights as to its strengths and weaknesses.

6.1. Simple Illustrative Example

We use a simple chatbot for illustration purposes only. Specifically, we use administra-
tive chatbot of an eye-care-center which gives information: (1) about the center services,
(2) appointment availability, (3) various forms, (4) procedures to be followed.

Stage 1: A quick analysis of the use-case and requirements reveals heavy dependency
on text communication; however, it is clear that many of the clients have real eye-sight
problem, so that the option of speech communication is crucial. The communications scope
is limited in a way that can keeps it structured; it is assumed that dealing with emotions is
less important.

Stage 2: AI Requirements:

• “Heavy dependency on text communication”→ Human machine interaction through
text leading to natural language understanding.

• “Speech communication is crucial”→ Speech interaction ability.
• “Structured communication”→ Easy text mining.

Stage 3: Required AI Technologies:
From the stage 2 it is clear that NLP is needed for the implementation. So, from

Figure 3 we conclude that: “text mining” is needed as well as “text recognition”.
From stage 2 it is clear that Speech interaction ability is required. Therefore, from

Figure 3: “text to speech”, “speech recognition”, and “text recognition” are needed.
Stage 4: Final inclusion/exclusion of AI technologies
From previous stages it is clear that most of the AI technologies are fully required.

Therefore, the included technologies are as follows:
“Text recognition”
“Text mining”
“Speech recognition”
“Text to speech”
Stage 5: Steps for AI technology integration
The outcome of stage 4 leads to the following AI implementation plan:
“Text recognition”→ “Text mining”
“Speech recognition”→ “Text to speech”
Note that the implementation is done with two parallel progress paths.
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6.2. Limitations and Potential Benefits of the Proposed Approach
6.2.1. Limitations

The limitations of this study are as follows:

1. The study focused on conversational service systems, therefore is may not fully reflect
all the situations and practices of other domains.

2. The study did not consider the point that deep learning may outperform classic
machine learning methods because deep learning automatically “combines” raw data
features instead of requiring feature engineering.

3. The study contains only 2 case studies, so there may be points that the study overlooks
which may appear in other case studies.

4. The study gives a time snapshot that may be short lived in our dynamic changing
technological world.

6.2.2. Potential Benefits

The benefits of this study are as follows:

1. The benefit of this study is its discovery of unused synergetic potential of integration
between several AI techniques into an orchestrated effort to improve service.

2. The study tackles the problem of AI knowledge silos in service provision; it discusses
the reasons for the isolation of these silos, and reveals the barriers and the traps for
their integration.

3. The study described a roadmap of AI clusters in the service domain.
4. The study illustrates the synergetic use of AI technologies in a mature case study, and

the lack of major AI synergy in a less matured second case study.
5. The paper presents a novel evolutionary inclusion model of conversational AI capabilities.
6. The paper presents a novel sequential approach for generating AI implementa-

tion plan.

7. Conclusions

This paper examined the potential of integrating several AI techniques or technologies
for performing better service and increasing customer satisfaction related to the service
encounters. The paper maps the major AI clusters and analyze dependencies between
the major elements of AI capabilities. Two different case studies are presented. One
of the case studies shows the rich integration of AI technologies in a mature chatbot
application, while the other case study reveals a very narrow use of AI integration in less
mature applications such as Robo-Chef; it was shown that while research literature often
advocates such integration, the actual integration of various technologies is very slow and,
in some cases, non-existent; it is therefore, that we propose an evolutional approach in the
discussion section.

Future research may include maturity model developments for specific environments;
case studies related to integrating technologies in the service industry; and scorecard
dashboard development based on quantitative data analysis.

A barrier to the integration of technologies is the privacy of the customer and the
user. The user and the customers must first agree to either be seen or be heard in the
computerized system.
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